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Abstract 
This paper presents a sensor counter approach for a mobile robot to navigate a path using programming by 
demonstration. In this paper a hybrid method which uses sensor values and counter values as path variables has been 
proposed, in order to avoid the dynamic obstacle in the environment we propose an obstacle avoidance algorithm 
(OAA) which is merged with hybrid method. Proposed method has been implemented and tested in a mobile robot 
platform AAMoR-1. Experiments has been done in an real time test environment to find the accuracy of the robot, the 
robot has been taught a particular trajectory by a human operator and later changing the robot to autonomous mode 
where in it moves in the same trajectory as taught, obstacle avoidance algorithm has also been tested by adding an 
obstacle in the taught path. Good test results have been obtained. 
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1. Introduction 
Mobile robotics is one area in robotics where intense research activities are taking place, main focus 
area is service robots. Here main problem lies in pre programming the navigating paths by trial and error 
method. This approach has many drawbacks like portability, requires special technical and programming 
skills, since all the navigation paths are pre-programmed even a small change in the environment will 
affect the overall system. To overcome such issues Programming by Demonstration (PbD) technique 
which translates demonstrated behavior immediately into executable code is used. PbD started about 30 
years ago [1], and has grown importantly during the past decade. Robot PbD takes inspiration from the 
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way humans learn new skills by imitation, thereby developing methods by which new skills can be 
transmitted to a robot. 
As a first approach to PbD, symbolic reasoning was commonly adopted in robotics [2], with processes 
referred to as teach-in, guiding or play-back methods. In these works, PbD was performed through a 
manual process. Second most common method used is programming through NARMAX system 
identification. NARMAX modeling is used to calculate the sensor motor relationship polynomial 
function. In [3] here teaching is done by a human demonstrator. His movement will be captured by a 
overhead camera at a particular rate. Later human trajectory information is modeled with NARMAX and 
given to the robot. Now robot moves with the help of that model. And collect its sensor information for 
that particular trajectory. In next stage with the help of the sensor information, NARMAX technique is 
used to frame a sensor based model, which will be used by the robot to follow the trajectory demonstrated 
by human. In [4, 5] teaching is, initially robot is randomly moved in the environment. The sensor value 
and its position are collected by a overhead camera. Then this information is used to predict the sensor 
values, given the human demonstrator position. In [6, 7] paper teaching is done by manually moving the 
robot to the desired trajectory.  
Video capturing is one more approach is used to teach the robot. In [8] robot will follow a human 
demonstrator and simultaneously gathers information of the environment. Later it uses that information to 
navigate autonomously. 
In the all the above systems it is complicated and is expensive as it requires cameras and image 
processing tools. In this paper, an attempt has been made to keep the robot design simple and to develop 
algorithm which is easy and inexpensive to implement. As the first phase of our work, the design of 
counter and sensor algorithms have been done and it has been implemented and tested using a simulator 
called Webots [9]. Now, a four wheeled mobile robot “Amrita Autonomous Mobile Robot-1”(AAMoR-1) 
has been designed and built; then the proposed algorithm have been implemented, tested and performance 
has been evaluated. 
Initially, a robot is controlled by a human operator who manually guides the robot through a desired 
path. This is called as Teaching phase. Then the robot will navigate autonomously with taught 
information. This is called as Execution phase. 
2. Hybrid Algorithm 
In this algorithm, two matrices are used as data structure, one for counter and another one for sensor. 
In teaching phase both these matrices are updated periodically. In execution phase both counter values 
and sensor values will be cross verified in order to maintain correct path and to avoid obstacles in the 
robot path. 
Counter_Values = [D1,C1,D2,C2,D3,C3,D4,C4,.........................,Dn,Cn] 
 
 
 
   
  D     S1      S2     S3     S4       Sn 
 D1  V1   V2   V3  V4…Vn 
 D2  V1   V2   V3  V4…Vn 
 D3  V1   V2   V3  V4…Vn 
 
 
T1 
T2 
T3 
Sensor_Values = 
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In counter data structures variable D contains the direction of the robot. While the robot starts to move 
in one direction the counter starts it to increment at regular interval until the robot stops or it changes its 
direction. At this point, the counter stops and the value is stored next to the direction index. The array has 
been framed so that the even places (0, 2, 4, 6…n-1) are directions and all the odd places (1, 3, 5….n) are 
counter of the immediate previous even value index. 
In sensor data structures each column starting from second, represents values of corresponding sensors 
at different time stamps, and each row represents direction and its corresponding sensor values for a 
particular time stamp. In both the data structures direction D is encoded with 1 to 4 for front, back, left, 
right respectively. 
After experimenting with different environment setups we observed that the sensor values that are 
recorded in teaching phase may not exactly match the sensor values obtained during the execution phase 
even though the environment remains same. This error is due to the characteristics of sensors, negligible 
differences in lighting conditions or unseen changes in the environment which can be usually neglected. 
To take into account such errors we should define a range of sensor values which are considered to be 
valid. We introduce averaging technique for taking care of such anomalies. 
This technique is mainly used to reduce two major parameters: to keep in check the sensor error 
margin and to take care of sensor inconsistency. Sensor error occurs due to three main reasons: internal 
sensor error, chassis error and starting position error. Chassis error is due to vibration of the chassis while 
navigating and starting position error is because of the displacement of the robot from its original starting 
position.  
This technique is mainly used to reduce two major parameters: to keep in check the sensor error 
margin and to take care of sensor inconsistency. Sensor error occurs due to three main reasons: internal 
sensor error, chassis error and starting position error. Chassis error is due to vibration of the chassis while 
navigating and starting position error is because of the displacement of the robot from its original starting 
position.  
 
 
Where, N – Sampling Rate.  
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2.1. Flowchart 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1 Main Loop 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2 Teaching Phase 
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Fig. 3 Execution Phase. 
The flowchart for main loop, teaching phase and execution phase are shown in Fig. 1, 2 and 3. Hybrid 
method uses both the parameters (counter & sensor values) as path variables. In execution stage it 
constantly monitors the front sensor value while navigating forward, whenever an obstacle is found in the 
path of the robot then OAA is executed. 
2.2. Obstacle Avoidance Algorithm (OAA) 
This algorithm helps the robot to overcome any obstacle in its path. This uses the sensor values to find 
the obstacle, and counter values are used to keep track of the distance that have been covered in OAA 
loop, this ensures that the robot does not go beyond the taught destination point in teaching phase. 
2.2.1. Algorithm: 
Step 1: Check for front sensor value if it less than obs_threshold go to step 2 or go to EXIT. 
Step 2: Compare right and left sensor values, if right sensor greater go to RIGHT or go to LEFT. 
RIGHT:  
RStep 1: Check right sensor > obs_threshold if greater move right 90 deg or display message “Can’t 
Move” and  
go to EXIT 
RStep 2: Move forward until left sensor < obs_threshold and front sensor > obs_threshold with 
h_counter++. If  
front is less than obs_threshold then display message “Can’t Move” and go to EXIT. 
RStep 3: Turn left 90 deg. 
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RStep 4: Move forward until front sensor > obs_threshold and left sensor > obs_threshold and Count! 
= 0 with Count--.  
Rstep 5: Move forward until front sensor > obs_threshold and left sensor < obs_threshold and Count! 
= 0 with Count --. If front is less then go to STEP 1.if left sensor is greater than obs_threshold then go 
to RECOVERY STEPR. If count is zero display message “Destination Reached With Obstacle” 
 
LEFT:  
LStep 1: Check right sensor > obs_threshold if greater move left 90 deg or display message “Can’t 
Move” and go to EXIT 
LStep 2:  Move forward until right sensor < obs_threshold and front sensor > obs_threshold with 
h_count++. If front is less than obs_threshold then display message “Can’t Move” and go to EXIT. 
LStep 3:  Turn right 90 deg. 
LStep 4:  Move forward until front sensor > obs_threshold and right sensor > obs_threshold and 
Count! = 0 with Count --.  
Lstep 5: Move forward until front sensor > obs_threshold and right sensor < obs_threshold and count 
!= 0  with Count--. If front is less then go to STEP 1.if right sensor is greater than obs_threshold then 
go to RECOVERY STEPL. If count is zero display message “Destination Reached With Obstacle”.  
 
RECOVERY STEPR: 
Turns left 90 deg. Move forward and decrement h_count, stop when h_count is zero. Turn left 90 deg 
go to EXIT. 
RECOVERY STEPL: 
Turn right 90 deg. Move forward and decrement h_count, stop when h_count is zero.  Turn right 90 
deg go to EXIT. 
EXIT: 
Return count value. 
3. Experiment and Results 
The proposed algorithms has been implemented and tested in a mobile robot platform AAMoR-1 
which works on ARM7-LPC2148. It is a four wheeled mobile robot with four wheel drive mechanism. It 
has three LV-MaxSonar® - EZ1 ultrasonic sensor which is mounted in front, left and back side of the 
robot. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4 AAMoR-1, Four wheel mobile robot used as a test platform 
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In first case the robot is trained to navigate an S shaped trajectory, and then it executes the trajectory 
accurately in execution phase the results are shown in Fig 5. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5 Robot Trajectories (a) Under Manual Control (b )Execution phase 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6 Robot Trajectories (a) Under Manual Control (b) Execution phase 
As it is shown the robot has taken a de-tour and traverse back to its taught path, so OAA has been 
invoked as soon as obstacle is detected by the front sensor. In both the above cases the viability of the 
proposed algorithm has been verified. 
4. Conclusion 
In this paper we proposed an algorithm hybrid method, for achieving programming by demonstration, 
to efficiently transfer the path variables acquired by manual control into robot control code. In this 
method, both the counter values and sensor values are stored as path variables. One added feature is 
obstacle avoidance algorithm which is used to efficiently avoid the obstacle in the taught trajectory. 
5. Future Work 
The future work will be in addressing some disadvantages of this system such as starting position 
displacement, reducing the memory consumption of path variables and making robot more intelligent to 
react to the changes in the environment. Also effort has to be made to increase the capability of the robot 
to learn more number of paths and the ability to navigate between those paths efficiently. The quantitative 
parameters have to be derived to measure the accuracy and efficiency of navigating the taught paths by 
the robot.  
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